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Abstract. The huge volume of distributed information that is nowadays available in electronic mul-
timedia documents forces a lot of people to consume a significant percentage of their time looking
for documents that contain information useful to them. The filtering of electronic documents seems
hard to automate, partly because of document heterogeneity, but mainly because it is difficult to train
computers to have an understanding of the contents of these documents and make decisions based
on user-subjective criteria. In this paper, we suggest a model for the automation of content-based
electronic document filtering, supporting multimedia documents in a wide variety of forms. The
model is based on multi-agent technology and utilizes an adaptive knowledge base organized as a set
of logical rules. Implementations of the model using the client-server architecture should be able to
efficiently access documents distributed over an intranet or the Internet.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important tasks in every office isdocument managementwhich
includes the subtasks of creating, archiving, retrieving, dispatching, updating and
processing documents. In the last decades and in many different ways, there have
been attempts to automate these tasks with positive results. Technological advances
allow the majority of these tasks to be fully automated through the use of computers
and specialized software.

Document management is considered as one of the principal applications of
computers. Documents comprise 80% of information that is today available in
electronic form, in contrast to classic structured databases [5]. Electronic docu-
ments are no more a simple analogue of paper documents; they are more dynamic
entities in multiple forms and media. They can include information related to their
origin and executable code that undertakes their management, something which
is not possible in any piece of paper. Documents become the focus of attention
when it comes to software development; their easy and user-friendly management
is extremely important and new tools are required.
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Automation of tasks related to document management has never ceased to be the
primary aim of computer science in office environments. The long-term aim is the
paperless office, whose implementation in the near future still seems unrealizable.
In the paperless office, documents will exist in electronic form and be accessed in
a way that is easy and “personal” to each user.

Automatic document management has attracted considerable interest from a
large number of researchers. Many pilot systems have been studied, designed,
implemented and evaluated by researchers without significant positive results so
far. This can be attributed to the following reasons:

− The technology that is required to support the automatic management and
dispatching of electronic documents is still too expensive. The recent devel-
opment of fast computer networks and the announcement of the forthcoming
information superhighways, as well as the evolution of high-capacity mag-
netic storage devices with high transfer rates, are bound to eliminate this
problem in the near future.

− Various issues concerning intellectual property, copyright and compatibility
between different document formats have not been resolved yet. Integration
and collaboration of different applications that manage heterogeneous docu-
ments seems to be the most difficult problem today.

One solution to the problem of document management that has been proposed
recently is the use ofintelligent agents. An intelligent agent in this context can be
perceived as a software entity that mediates between a user and a software system
and undertakes tasks that the software system cannot fulfill on its own. The use of
an agent as a mediator facilitates and simplifies a user’s job and therefore increases
his or her productivity.

Intelligent agents provide an elegant solution to the problem of integrating
heterogeneous forms of information and incompatible applications for document
management and dispatching [1, 4]. Related research has proved that they can be
used as a means towards the automation of various tasks that are performed in an
office (e.g., management of electronic mail [3] and electronic news [7], scheduling
of meetings [2], database and library management, etc.) and in the field of educa-
tion [6]. Furthermore, a significant part of related literature is concerned with the
specification of protocols for communication between intelligent agents, as well as
their implementation [9].

One particular subproblem of electronic document management is that of
content-based document filtering. A category of intelligent agents that is strongly
related to this subproblem is that offiltering agents. Such agents filter information
arriving in the form of electronic documents and present to the user only those
that the user considers as interesting, while rejecting information that is useless for
the user. Filtering agents usually co-operate with knowledge bases that contain the
user’s filtering criteria. Their intelligence makes the explicit specification of these
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criteria unnecessary. During a training period, a filtering agent automatically learns
the filtering criteria of a particular user under his or her indirect guidance. Given
the rapidly increasing quantity of information that is circulated in electronic form,
as well as the increasingly specialized content, filtering agents are becoming an
extremely useful tool for efficient access to sources of information.

In this paper we suggest a model for content-based electronic document filtering
that is based on a system of collaborating intelligent software agents. In Section 2
we discuss important issues of the problem that the suggested model attempts to
solve. In Section 3 we describe the suggested model, whereas in Section 4 we
present a premature and experimental implementation of our model and comment
on the initial results that were obtained from its use. Finally, in Section 5 we
indicate directions for future work and in Section 6 we conclude with the main
results of our work and a brief discussion.

2. Content-Based Electronic Document Filtering

In our society, information occupies a prominent position and a significant num-
ber of people spend a large percentage of their time trying to locate and gather
information that is useful to them. This information presents itself in the form of
electronic documents and is kept in storage units of large computer systems, from
where it is accessed by people who want to process it.

However, it is a fact that not all information is interesting to everybody. People’s
specialization, needs and interestes differ so much that information valuable to a
particular group is completely useless to some other group. For this reason, people
are forced to plunge individually in an ocean of useless information, in order to
locate the one that is useful to them. Because of the huge volume of heterogeneous
information that exist in electronic form, thefiltering of electronic documents is a
very time-consuming and complicated task.

The filtering of conventional printed documents is based on theircontentsand
not on external characteristics, such as color, texture or number of pages. In the
case of automated electronic document filtering, the unbreakable relation between
a document and its contents is somewhat blurred. From a technical point of view,
a document’s content is nothing but a finite sequence of bytes and, consequently, it
is impossible to be perceived at a high level without an accurate knowledge of the
coding that has been used for its representation. Nevertheless, even if this hindrance
is surpassed, the contents of the majority of electronic documents that are useful to
human beings remain completely unintelligible to the computer, which is incapable
of perceiving the meaning behind the words because of its lack of intelligence.

For this reason, we see fit to stress that the problem ofcontent-based electronic
document filteringis interesting from a researcher’s point of view, and filtering will
be meant as such in the rest of the paper. It is desirable to develop a system that
will automate this process and act as a mediator between the source of information
and its human targets. The system should possess adequate intelligence and allow
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the coding, maintenance and update of the filtering criteria for each of its users.
The model that we suggest in the following section attempts to solve this problem.
At the same time, we see fit to deal with other related problems, such aslocating
andcollectinginformation, itsarchivingand theexploitation of existing archives.

One of the basic requirements that a system for automatic filtering of electronic
documents is document formindependence. Total independence may not be fea-
sible; it is at least desirable, however, that users perceive the filtering process in a
unified way.

The need forpersonalizingthe system for each user results in a model that is
very different from those of typical information retrieval systems. The difference
lies mainly in the fact that filtering criteria must not stem from an isolated query
event, but must result from a period of interaction with the system. The filtering
system must be able to cope with long-term changes, based on chains of such
events. The issues oftraining andadaptability are therefore of great importance
also. Besides, the system must be able to selectively forget acquired knowledge,
in case the user’s interests change. For all these reasons, intelligent agents are an
appropriate solution for dealing with all these peculiarities.

In the model’s definition, emphasis must be given on the issues of agentcom-
petenceto correctly automate the required tasks and on theirbelievability, taking
into consideration user psychology and giving the users a feeling of control over
the filtering process. The issue ofcommunicationbetween agents and users is
also very important. The existence of a pleasant and flexible working environment
with a user-friendly interface, capable of dynamically adapting to the personal
requirements of a user, is an important requirement. So is an agent requirement for
automatic training, which can be realized in various ways, such as observations
of the user’s actions, use of examples and counterexamples, evaluation of user
feedback, or through direct user guidance.

3. Description of the Model

As a solution to the problem of content-based electronic document filtering, we
suggest a multi-agent model that mainly consists of four intelligent agents and a
knowledge base. A schematic overview of the model is shown in Figure 1. The part
of the figure that is enclosed in the dotted line deals exclusively with the filtering
of documents. The rest of the figure deals with auxiliary functions that implement
necessary parts of the desired automation.

At the two ends of the suggested model, in the upper-left and lower-right cor-
ners, are located, respectively, a source of information and the user. The model, as
has already been mentioned, specifies a system that mediates between these two
ends. Key positions in the suggested model are occupied by the four intelligent
agents, which are shown in the figure as light bulbs. The agents are collaborating
software entities that implement the system’s functionalities. They are described in
detail in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 1. Overview of the model.

In the description of the suggested model, emphasis has been given on its sim-
plicity, so that the model is well defined and can be checked against its specifica-
tions. For this reason, the following two simplifications have been made:
(A1) The model supports a single user and a single category of interests for this

user.
(A2) The process of header construction, that will be described in the next section,

is not a user-specific process and does not depend on the contents of the
knowledge base.

Directions on how to remove these simplifications are discussed in Section 5.

3.1. HEADER CONSTRUCTION

In order to deal with the heterogeneity of electronic documents and to simplify the
filtering process, it is necessary to introduce an intermediate stage of processing,
during which aheader fileis constructed for every electronic document (header
files will be also calledheadersfor brevity). The format of headers is common
for all forms of electronic documents. The task of header construction is similar
to the extraction of appropriatemetadatafrom electronic documents [12]. In the
proposed model, it is performed by theheader construction agent, which needs
not interact with the user. Following this stage, the filtering process is based solely
on headers.

The format of the headers must be general enough to describe accurately the
key elements of the documents which are useful for filtering. A header contains a
set of entries, each one of which consists of a field and its associated value. Afield
can be an arbitrary sequence of letters and numbers, whereas avalue can be an
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origin = “Reuter News Agency”

author = “Alan Smith”

title = “New explosion in London underground”

date = “December 12, 1996, 17:55 GMT”

category = “Foreign current events”

keywords = “IRA, explosion, underground, terrorism,

casualties, statements”

language = “English”

wordcount = “1340”

Figure 2. Example of document header.

arbitrary sequence of characters, surrounded by double quotes. An example of a
header describing an electronic announcement is given in Figure 2.

The way in which headers are constructed depends a lot on the application area.
It is not possible to predefine the names of fields or their values in a unified way
that is appropriate for all application areas and document forms.

The automatic construction of headers from heterogeneous electronic docu-
ments is a very hard problem and is not expected to be solved in its general form
in the near future. Before this happens, computers must be made capable of under-
standing all forms and media of electronic documents (text, images, sound, video),
which is not feasible with the current state of technology. However, satisfactory ap-
proximations have been developed for the case of text documents, which comprise
a significant percentage of information available in electronic form. Furthermore,
some electronic documents are accompanied by descriptive information in textual
form. With all this in mind, automatic construction of headers should not be seen
as a utopian aim. If the header construction agent is not able to perform its duty,
for one reason or another, human intervention is necessary.

Currently, significant research is conducted in the field ofsemi-structured data,
aiming at the extraction of information and the automatic classification of elec-
tronic documents. So far, promising results have been achieved and the reader is
referred to [8, 10, 11, 13] for a summary. The present work differs mainly in two
respects: it allows more freedom of form and content in the extraction of infor-
mation from electronic documents and it uses an intelligent agent with automatic
learning capabilities in the extraction process.

3.2. DOCUMENT FILTERING

The filtering of documents in our model is based on a set of subjective criteria that
are indirectly specified by the user. We assume that the already constructed headers
for the new documents that are about to be filtered have been placed in anarrival
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area. Each header is examined by thefiltering agent, which finally assigns to it a
grade of interest, which will subsequently be calledscore.

The score is a real value in the interval[−1,+1]. The value+1 corresponds to
documents that are considered interesting without any doubt and are therefore ac-
cepted for presentation to the user, whereas the value−1 corresponds to documents
that are rejected with no doubt. Intermediate values represent the agent’s degree of
confidence, as far as the filtering process is concerned. The value zero corresponds
to documents for which the agent cannot make a confident decision.

After the filtering agent comes up with a score for a particular document, based
on the document’s header and following an algorithm that will be described in
detail in Section 3.4, the agent classifies the document in one of three possible
ways, that determine the destination area of each document.

− Area of accepted documents, where documents with score near+1 are placed.
− Area of neutral documents, where documents with score near 0 are placed.
− Area of rejected documents, where documents with score near−1 are placed.

Before this classification is made, it is necessary to specify the values for the
two thresholds that separate the three areas. These may be specified directly by the
users, according to their needs and to the degree of fidelity that is sought for the
classification process.

A necessary property of the filtering agent is the knowledge of its competence.
The agent must be able to estimate its critical capabilities, based on the degree of
its training and, mostly, on the results of its previous judgements, as is described
in detail in Section 3.5. This property can be reflected in the model by a real value
in the interval[0,1], representing the degree of the agent’sconfidencein itself.
A value of 0 means that the agent does not trust itself at all and should therefore
not attempt any classification, whereas a value of 1 means that the agent has total
confidence in its decisions. In order to take into account this “hesitation” that is
displayed by the agent, our model multiplies the score of each document by the
degree of confidence. Following that, the filtering agent classifies the documents
based on the product of these two values.

3.3. KNOWLEDGE BASE

The knowledge base contains the criteria for the filtering of documents, coded in
an appropriate form. These criteria are specified by the user gradually and mostly
in an indirect way. The coding of the criteria must be invisible to the user, if we
expect the system to be user-friendly. Furthermore, the form of the criteria must be
at least as general as the form of the headers, since they will be applied to them.

In the suggested model, filtering criteria are stored in the knowledge base in the
form of rules. Each rule consists of a condition and a value of interest. Before a rule
is applied to a document’s header, it is first examined whether its condition is true.
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If it is, the score of the document is updated by including the rule value of interest,
otherwise nothing is done. This process is described in detail in Section 3.4.

Thecondition in a rule is a logical expression that contains field names, which
may appear in the document’s header, as well as constant values. Useful cases
of simple conditions aim at checking whether the value of a specific field in a
document’s header is equal to (or contains) a specified value. It is also useful to be
able to combine simple conditions in more complex ones. The result of applying a
rule to a document’s header is to attribute avalue of interestto the document. Such
values are elements of a set which will be calledE in the rest of the paper. The
form and properties of this set’s elements will be described in detail in Section 3.4.

The description of the representation of the rules in the knowledge base is
outside the scope of this model discussion. It is worth mentioning, however, that
realistic implementations of the model would give special emphasis on efficiency
issues related to the access of the knowledge base. This becomes critical as the
volume of information that is stored in the knowledge base increases.

3.4. SCORE CALCULATION

The calculation of the score that corresponds to a document uses as input the
document’s header and the knowledge base that contains the required filtering
criteria. The score comes up from the application of all rules that are contained
in the knowledge base. Each rule whose condition is true for the given document
contributes a corresponding value of interest to the total score. The application
of all rules may result in a sequence of different interest values, that must be
appropriately combined. Our model discriminates between two different kinds of
combining the contributed values, which finally lead to a classification of rules in
two categories.

The obvious way of combining contributed values is to take all of them into
account. Let us assume that the application of all rules to a given document results
in the sequence〈a1, a2, . . . , am〉, where eachai is a contributed value of interest
and an element of the setE . Then, the formula for the calculation of the total score
is the following:

score = ‖a1⊕ a2⊕ · · · ⊕ am‖.

In this formula, operator⊕ represents the combination of two values of interest,
resulting in a third value, whereas operator‖ · ‖ translates a value of interest (i.e.,
an element ofE) to a value in the interval[−1,+1] of real numbers. The presence
of an operator that negates values of interest is also necessary. This operator will
map valuea to its negativevalue, denoted bya. The choice of operators⊕ and
‖ · ‖, as well as of the negation operator must be made in an appropriate way, so
that some properties are satisfied. The desired properties that these operators must
have are shown in Figure 3.
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Properties of⊕
a ⊕ (b⊕ c) = (a ⊕ b)⊕ c

a ⊕ b = b ⊕ a
a ⊕O = a

Properties of‖ · ‖
−1 ≤ || a || ≤ +1

|| O || = 0

|| a1 || ≤ || a2 || ⇒ || a1⊕ b || ≤ || a2⊕ b ||
|| a || = || b || ⇒ || a ⊕ b || = || a || = || b ||

Properties of negation
|| a ⊕ a || = 0

O = O
a ⊕ b = a ⊕ b
|| a || = − || a ||

Figure 3. Properties of operators used in the combination of values of interest.

An obvious choice for the definition of setE is the interval[−1,+1] of real
numbers, which renders the presence of operator‖ · ‖ unnecessary. Unfortunately,
this choice makes it impossible to define the other operators in such a way as to
satisfy all the desired properties, as it makes necessary to definea as−a, and then
the associativity property for⊕ cannot be satisfied if one takesa = b = +1
andc = −1. For this reason,E must be defined in a different way. Each element
a of E is taken to be a pair of the form〈x, n〉, wherex is a real number in the
interval [−1,+1] andn is a natural number. The value ofx represents a value of
interest. The value ofn expresses themultiplicity of the value, i.e., the weight that
this value carries. It is easy to confirm that the operators defined below satisfy the
desired properties.

〈x1, n1〉 ⊕ 〈x2, n2〉 =


〈
n1x1+n2x2
n1+n2

, n1+ n2

〉
if n1+ n2 = 0,

〈0,0〉 if n1+ n2 = 0,
‖ 〈x, n〉 ‖ = x,

〈x, n〉 = 〈−x, n〉 ,
O = 〈0,0〉 .

In other words, operator⊕ is the weighted mean of the two values of interest.
It is sometimes useful to have certain values of interest that prevail over others.

We can thus classify values in two categories: the “privileged” ones and the “com-
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for each headerH in the area of arrivaldo
score:= unspecified
for each ruleK in the base of authoritative rulesdo

if the condition ofK is true forH then
score:= max{score, interest value ofK}

if the score is still unspecifiedthen
score:= O (neutral)
for each ruleK in the base of additive rulesdo

if the condition ofK is true forH then
score:= score⊕ interest value ofK

if ‖score‖ > threshold for acceptancethen
place the document in the area of accepted documents

else if‖score‖ < threshold for rejectionthen
place the document in the area of rejected documents

else
place the document in the area of neutral documents

Figure 4. Algorithm for content-based filtering.

mon” ones. If the sequence of contributed values for a given document contains
only common values, the formula that was given above can still be used. The same
is true if only privileged values are present. However, if the sequence contains val-
ues from both categories, the total score is computed based only on the privileged
values using the same formula; common values are ignored. An example of using
such privileged values of interest is a hypothetical user’s request to always reject
documents written by a certain author, e.g., because the author is not reliable, even
if there are many other reasons to accept them.

It would be rather difficult to include this requirement in the mathematical
model for values of interest. For this reason, it is not the values that are classified
as privileged or common, but the rules that introduce them are classified in two
categories:additiverules, which introduce common values, andauthoritativerules,
which introduce privileged values. In order to make this distinction clear, in our
model we store the rules in two separate knowledge bases. The complete algorithm
for the score calculation that is used in our model is shown in Figure 4.

3.5. FILTERING CONTROL

The process of filtering control is performed by a specialized agent that interacts
heavily with the user. After all, the user is the only one who can finally decide
whether a document is interesting or not. For this reason, the user is called to check
the decisions made by the filtering agent and to classify the documents that were
placed in the three aforementioned areas in two new areas:
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– Area of finally accepted documents, containing the documents that the user
finds interesting.

– Area of finally rejected documents, containing the documents that the user
finally rejects.

With the new classification every combination of areas for a document transi-
tions is possible. As the knowledge base is enriched, it is expected that transitions
between areas of differing degree of interest will not be frequent. In the ideal case,
the area of rejected documents will only contain uninteresting documents and the
user will not have to check it at all, the area of accepted documents will only contain
documents that the user will eventually find interesting, and the neutral area will
contain as few documents as possible.

Filtering control is divided in two parallel processes: Thetraining processaims
at the update and enrichment of the knowledge base with the filtering criteria that
the user actually applies. In this phase, the user classifies the documents that the
agent has placed in the neutral area, unable to correctly classify them. The user
has the option to indirectly indicate the criteria according to which he makes the
classification by means of a friendly user interface. In this way, the user interacts
naturally with the knowledge base by adding or updating rules, without knowing
the form and the coding in which these rules exist in the knowledge base. On
the other hand, theerror correction processaims at the correction of errors that
were made by the agent in the classification of documents. During this phase, the
user classifies the documents that the agent has placed in the other two areas. This
process does not affect the knowledge base, but only the filtering agent’s degree of
confidence.

The process of filtering control may result in changes in the system’s state,
that is, the knowledge base and the degree of confidence. Such changes will affect
the outcome of future document classification. Implementations may provide the
option of re-evaluating documents that have already been classified, according to
the new state. Apart from that, our model does not address the issue of consistency
between the current classification and the current state. In general, classification of
a document is bound to be consistent with some state that has existed in the past,
but not necessarily the current one.

3.6. INFORMATION SEEKING

The need for content-based document filtering would not be as imperative if the
stream of information contained interesting documents with a high probability.
This probability can be increased if the users are able to indicate to the system
the sources that generate information that is interesting to them. Subsequently,
the system must be able to direct information from these sources to the stream
of information that reaches the users.
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This process is performed by theinformation seeking agent. This agent interacts
with the user and, by means of examples, observation or direct guidance, locates
the information sources that the user finds interesting and reliable. Then, the same
agent undertakes the collection of information from these sources in frequent or
prearranged time intervals. The information seeking agent is not a part of the doc-
ument filtering system. However, its general description is contained in the model
because the problem that it tries to solve is very closely related to that of document
filtering.

3.7. DISTRIBUTED DOCUMENTS

Efficient access of documents that are distributed over an intranet or the Internet is
a key issue in all realistic implementations of our model. The client-server architec-
ture has been successfully used in similar applications and is therefore considered
as the most appropriate for implementing our model. In such implementations,
servers would typically be responsible for the collection of documents, header
construction and information seeking, whereas clients would request and filter
document headers, request documents upon user’s guidance and contribute to the
information seeking process.

With all this in mind, our model in Figure 1 can be divided in two parts: the
client part, contained in the dotted rectangle, and the server part. The user would
have to communicate with the information seeking agent through the client. In a
multi-user implementation of our model, the filtering agent and the knowledge base
could be part of a second kind of server.

4. Implementation

The suggested model has been used for the partial implementation of an experimen-
tal system for electronic document filtering in the environment of a journalist office.
The system, which is named ALEC, is hosted over a local area network of personal
computers running Microsoft Windows with direct connection to the Internet and
has been developed using Microsoft Visual C++. Apart from the aforementioned
simplifications (A1) and (A2), the following limitations were also imposed on
ALEC’s implementation:
(A3) The header constructing agent can only manage text and image documents

of given forms.
(A4) The types of conditions supported are the simplest possible.
(A5) The information seeking agent has not been implemented.

Electronic documents arrive through the Internet or a satellite dish and come
mainly from international news agencies, e.g., Associated Press or Reuters. ALEC’s
capabilities are still limited and the process of updating the selection criteria dur-
ing filtering control is not yet as indirect as it is desired. The process of header
construction is still premature.
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Figure 5. Snapshot from ALEC’s dialog for filtering control.

A snapshot from ALEC’s use is shown in Figure 5, where, in the process of
filtering control, ALEC shows the user a document that he could not classify. The
document received a total score of 0.20. From the list of fields, the user can see
that an interest value of 0.70 was attributed to the document because its subject
was music (apparently ALEC has decided that the user is interested in music) and
a negative value of –0.30 because the artist that it deals with is Johann Sebastian
Bach (which ALEC considers not one of the user’s favourites). The user can direct
ALEC to change his or her selection criteria through this dialog box.

The evaluation of the experimental implementation is not yet complete and the
performance results from its use are not yet adequate in volume. As far as this
implementation is concerned, future research will aim at its improvement, on the
one hand, and on its complete evaluation in a real environment, on the other.

5. Future Directions

The primary target of our future research is the evaluation of our model with the
development of realistic implementations. Useful results for the future improve-
ment of our model may also stem from research in the field offull-text retrieval. If
the filtering agent is capable of searching the full text of the electronic documents,
it is possible to specify conditions that are based in the presence and the relative
position of words in the text. The technology of full-text retrieval applications is
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already widely used by various information-seeking agents in the World Wide Web,
with very encouraging results. However, in our filtering model the stage of header
construction is crucial and should not be abolished, since it enables the filtering of
non textual electronic documents.

In order to overcome limitation (A1), additional work is necessary, aiming at
the support of multiple knowledge bases that will either belong to different users,
or represent different interests of the same user. A possible direction that will be
considered is that of integrating all knowledge bases in a global knowledge base,
which may also contain generally accepted selection criteria, as well as common
characteristics of the system.

Finally, to overcome limitation (A2), further research will establish an interac-
tion between the header construction agent and the knowledge base, allowing the
construction of headers to reflect the user needs. The possibility of creating per-
sonalized headers for each user, according to the their individual selection criteria
that are contained in the knowledge base, will also be examined.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we propose a model for automating the tedious and time-consuming
process of content-based electronic document filtering. The model is based on a
set of collaborating intelligent agents, which mediate between the sources and
the targets of information. Emphasis is given on the homogeneous treatment of
electronic documents, personalization, automatic training, dynamic adaptation to
the user needs and believability.

Despite the fact that an implementation of the suggested model is still in a pre-
mature stage and that only few results from its use and evaluation are yet available,
the first experiences from its application to a journalist’s office are encouraging. We
believe that, in the near future, intelligent agent technology will provide adequate
solutions to a lot of problems in the area of office automation that decrease our pro-
ductivity significantly. Content-based filtering of electronic multimedia documents
is certainly one such problem.
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